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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. bash: syntax error near unexpected token '&&'
B. cat: cannot open file1Hello, world
C. cat: cannot open file1 Hello, World
D. cat: cannot open file1
E. Hello, world
Answer: D
Explanation:
First line (rm file1) deletes/removes file1.
Second line captures the text into file2.
The first part of line 3 (cat file1) fails as the file1 does not exist.
The && (AND) operator will ensure that the third line fails. The result of line 3 will be the result
of first part of line 3 (cat file1).
Note: cat - concatenate files and print on the standard output
Note #1: A list is a sequence of one or more pipelines separated by one of the operators ';',
'&', '&&', or '||', and optionally terminated by one of ';', '&', or a newline.
Of these list operators, '&&' and '||' have equal precedence, followed by ';' and '&', which have
equal precedence.
AND and OR lists are sequences of one or more pipelines separated by the control operators
'&&' and '||', respectively. AND and OR lists are executed with left associativity.
An AND list has the form
command1 && command2

command2 is executed if, and only if, command1 returns an exit status of zero.
An OR list has the form
command1 || command2
command2 is executed if, and only if, command1 returns a non-zero exit status.
The return status of AND and OR lists is the exit status of the last command executed in the list.
Note #2 (on exit status): Zero means command executed successfully, if exit status returns
non-zero value then your command failed to execute.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following AP modes does not belong to the WDS network?
A. Middle AP
B. Bridge AP
C. Root AP
D. Leaf AP
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A Fortune 100 company is migrating its Enterprise Application Integration (EAI) architecture to
SO A The intent is to begin exposing its capabilities to business partners. The CIO is thinking
about building a high speed, custom messaging solution so there is capacity for future growth.
What should the SOA Designer say about the long-term implications of that direction?
A. It will take a serious commitment to detailed technical support to make this happen. It is
always a tradeoff between standards-based compliance and performance. The implementation
of the custom messaging will need to provide serious performance advantages to business
partners.
B. XML messages can be transformed at wire speed using Enterprise Service Bus (ESB)
appliances like WebSphere DataPower SOA Appliance, so it is not necessary to be concerned
with that part of the system's performance.
C. Total cost of ownership will increase with custom middleware. Open standards-based
commercial messaging products are more interoperable, extensible, scalable, replaceable, and
reliable than custom-built systems.
D. A custom messaging solution could provide performance advantages if development priority
is allocated to provide standards-based connectors and adapters for business partners to
connect.
Answer: C
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